
How to use
FREE reading instruction resources powered by the science of reading

ELL Collections
Topics that are concrete or 

familiar to ELL students

Boost Articles
Slightly lower-level articles that 
on-ramp to grade-level reading

Challenge Articles
Slightly higher-level articles to 

differentiate learning

Book Studies
Hand-curated text sets to 

accompany novel units

NGSS Connections
Science passages aligned to 

Disciplinary Core Ideas

Nonfiction Decodables
Coming for SY 2023-2024!

Question Sets
Text-dependent questions that 

scaffold student comprehension

StepReads
Less complex texts to support 
accessing grade-level reading

Student Library
Independent reading passages 

tailored to student interests

AlignmentsContent LibraryArticle-A-Day

Easily integrate ReadWorks into 
daily instruction to boost learning

5,000+ diverse fiction & nonfiction 
passages with question sets and 

vocabulary activities

10-minute
Daily Routine

Interdisciplinary  
Classroom Staple

Core ELA
Supplement

Daily reading routine that builds 
background knowledge & 

vocabulary

Sign Up Today — It’s Free
For more information, go to readworks.org/teacher-guide



Here’s what teachers have to say:
“96% of my students 
showed growth in literacy 
on our end-of-the-year 
standardized assessment, 

and I know that ReadWorks 
was a factor.”

“The ease, diversity 
of levels, and 
range of topics 
you provide allow 

me to be a better 
teacher.”

“My students are asking 
if they can read more. 
Your program makes 
differentiating reading 

much more possible than 
ever before.”

America faces a reading comprehension crisis. We provide solutions for the 
deep learning loss due to systemic educational inequities and the Covid-19 
pandemic through resources that work:

ReadWorks stands out in four key ways:

Why use
FREE reading instruction resources powered by the science of reading

In a pilot with 9 schools 
in New York, students 
who routinely did 
Article-A-Day showed 
a 4.7 point (15%) year-
over-year gain in ELA 
test scores.

90% 
of surveyed teachers 
said that ReadWorks 
made them more 
effective teachers of 
reading comprehension.

+15%+15%

Our mission as a nonprofit to provide resources for free, always
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Our research-based digital tools, features, and content
Our superb educator guidance
Our national reach

Join our growing community of over
1.2 million educators!

Learn more at readworks.org


